Book
Synopsis

What's in here?
Let's see if you need to read it

Why should you read this?
If you have a big dream but life happens to keep coming in it’s way,
reading the next seven pages might be the best minutes ever invested and
will inspire you to break that chain and take you leap towards the life you
always wanted.

Why I say it is a timeless inspiration with confidence?
I had a perfect life, I was earning well, had bought a house, a car, and I was
gonna get married... Life was just perfect. And then, I was diagnosed with
advanced stage cancer!
My journey with the toughest was something I wish to put forth to you and
to everyone else out there. Because I believe that it will inspire everyone to
make those little changes, take those little steps to transform from a strong
you to an invincible and distinguished you. I believe the way in which the
journey happened is a timeless inspiration in itself for sure.

Who should read this?
Everyone - Those who wish to get that push of motivation, to get to a new
height, those who feel the need to take charge of their lives, feel that they
should be able to emerge victorious against any challenge that comes on
the way and stand out from the crowd.
And I am so glad that you are reading this, because I believe my journey
will inspire you to levels like never before. Let's hop on to a brief of this
amazing journey.
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How it Began
Life was on its own fun journey. It did have some
issues, but nothing major that would sound like a
concern. Now this is a selfie that I had clicked six
months prior to the diagnosis. But then life had
other plans. As the pandemic kicked in, things
started getting worse.
Health started deteriorating and when luck is in the mood to setup a
tough exam, a lot happens. A series of misdiagnosis, right from IBS
(Irritable Bowel Syndrome), Depression and Tuberculosis came on the
way to delay the actual diagnosis by 3 months and made me lose 25kg of
weight by then. It took a rush to the emergency room and a bedridden
state to reach the actual diagnosis.
Getting diagnosed with a stage four cancer meant life was sure to get on
a roller coaster. It was about 15 days since my diagnosis and my
relationship had already become a mess. By then I had determined that
nothing can beat my spirit and taking selfies was my way to keep the
fun mode on. My journey with stage four cancer was a time when
destiny stood up to cancel my plans and to put me to a bad shock.
Here is a picture of me with my mom. That was my
birthday celebration, at a time when I juggled three
knives - Health, Finances and Relationship. Health
was troubling food pipe, racing heart beats, a fluid
filled lung and 25kgs of weight loss. A time when I
spent most of the time bedridden, just to get up
and sit for meals and walk around with a walker
for the daily chores.
A lot happened which led me to this concept of
"The Butterfly Breaks Free”, an excerpt of my own
experiences, its dos and don'ts. Something that can
help each and every person to get a good learning
out of it.
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The way to being
Bulletproof
Limiting the selfies to events did not sound like a
great option, so I started making each and every day
an event. On the right you can see me clicking some
fun selfies for the moment that my hair had started to
leave me.
There were some things that I already used to practice. As simple as
time management and planning for a variety of things and that came to
the rescue in the time when it was most needed. Getting a hang of
yourself is something that helps a lot. It is just like knowing what
exactly you have in your inventory. Once a person knows that, it can be
easier to get on the path to success.
Get to know yourself well, work on those minor things which might
have been forgotten over the course of time. And most of all, love
yourself, not the situation. We often tend to love ourselves only when
the time is right.
Be it any situation, you are more important than
the bad things that try to push you off. Don't fall to
man-made disasters, be it the negative people or
the bad habits. Your show is deemed to be
awesome and must go on. Remember, you and your
‘Me-time’ means a lot and career progression or
anything else should not mean neglecting your
holistic well being. Please make sure never to fall
for the negatives, be it a good day or a bad day!
I was trying to develop an ideology for my own, in a way that it helped
me and my mom get through the tough time. So I made sure, my biggest
support, the person who took the highest efforts, joined the selfie time
and found the spirit that she needed to keep going.
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Farming the
Positivity
Here is an example of how I tried to show love to
myself in my toughest times. A picture that I took
while I was admitted to the hospital for my
chemotherapy. The sessions used to be long ones and
each session meant 24 hours of continuous medication
for almost 7 days. I had six chemo sessions and that
meant time for lot of pictures and other activities.
Nothing can bend you if your mind is not ready to bend. I was fighting
off the emotional trauma, anxiety, the financial part, a broken
relationship and treatment. I tried a lot of hobbies, be it writing, music,
podcasts and probably anything else that came to my mind. Took those
baby steps to ensure I am doing each and every thing to perfection. To
ensure that I am minimizing the effect of the situation for myself.
A thing I had realized was that toxicity kills in many ways and the more
we stay away from it, the more we get to the positive side of life.
Fear should not overpower. It should just exist
within permissible limits. I was on the quest to rise,
on a mission that I wanted to make possible and
making wish-lists was a great source of inspiration
to me. Farming the confidence is important and
nothing comes more important than the goal.Mind you, nothing! Focusing on the goal so that we
can have many plans crafted. Remember, we are
responsible for our happiness. So always take
charge of the situation. For me, the wish-lists and
plans helped a lot.
All this with a smile because the smile is powerful and contagious.
Alongside is a picture of me an hour before the third chemo session. I
was trying out attires and dressing up nicely, because I never wanted to
be the regular worried patient out there!
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The Ultimate
Learnings
Nothing is permanent in life. Not even pain and
suffering. There are many things that need to be
taken care of, right from the smallest help that we
need to the constant fight. Nothing is free, but all
those efforts are sure to count in the end.
Breaking the Stereotypes is important and so is it important to find the
triumphant rhythm. Once the treatment had ended, I had started
working to get back on my fitness regimes. To the right is a picture
when hair had started growing back and I was on track to get back to
normal. The efforts were starting to borne fruits.
These are just a handful of all the learning that I could pull out for this
shorter version. But the moral is clear, while the outcomes of our
journey may be a part of destiny, we are not born to be ruled by external
factors.
If the approach is right, nothing can stop you,
me or anyone else from taking charge and let
the Butterfly Break Free from the cocoon, to
becoming invincible in true sense. The entire
journey was full of multiple dos and don'ts and
cannot be explained in such a short article. It
was a lot of self training on the way. All this is
so simple to write down at this point and yes it
can help inspire anyone who reads it. More than
ever, a realization hit me that giving back to the
world is so important to keep the good deeds
cycle moving.
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Importance of
Giving Back
I have taken a pledge to contribute 25 percent of
profits from my book, “The Butterfly Breaks Free”
towards the treatment of those fighting the devil.
I wish to collaborate with some organization that helps the needy and
helps the cause. Because the world actually runs not on the success of
people, but on the decision of giving back. More on the same will be
updated on my blog at www.nageshnaik.com soon. For now, here are
some recent pictures of how things look like after the war is over!
This e-book was just a gist of the journey and if you
would need to get to the bigger picture, then you can
surely check out my book, “The Butterfly Breaks Free”
once it comes to your service. The book is a blend of
how events happened in my journey and what was done
to ensure things start falling back on track. You are
gonna love it for sure!
By now I am compelled to say that we must stay in touch at my blog
www.nageshnaik.com/subscribe because you are one of those awesome
people who wish to transform their life for the better. Do checkout the
next page to know more about the book.
Let's make the world a little more beautiful.
Here's How the Book
looks like
Read more about my
pledge at:
nageshnaik.com/giving-back
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More about the Book
Many people question their abilities and their
strength when tough times knock. Destiny
sometimes dictates, “You are not worthy!” But
we are a lot more worthy, we had always been.
We need to discover the potential, grow and
transform to find our true worth, once and for
all. “The Butterfly Breaks Free” is more than the
average self-help book, with first hand
experience of a Cancer Survivor who juggled
between an advanced stage cancer, a financial
and relationship crisis at the same time. An impulsive and motivational guide
to a triumphant living with the power to drive you to timeless inspiration and
ultimate transformation. Come, follow this butterfly as it eludes the darkest
phases of life and breaks free to find success.

Grab your Copy NOW !!!
For Paperback Delivery
Buy on Notion Press India - Helps support the Cause better !
Buy on Amazon.in
Buy on Amazon.com
For Digital Edition:
Read on Amazon.in Kindle

Read on Amazon.com Kindle

Your reviews mean a lot. Please spend your precious time to review the book!
Write a review on Amazon.in.

Write a review on Amazon.com.

About the Author
Nagesh Naik has always considered motivating people and standing for a
cause. Overcoming an advanced cancer led him to standing for the cause of
inspiring people along with a pledge to contribute 25 percent of the profits
from this book towards treatment of those fighting the devil.
“The Butterfly Breaks Free” is his first book, in an attempt to change the
world for the better. When he’s not writing, he is an engineer by profession.
Visit him online and stay in touch with him at www.nageshnaik.com.
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